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Opening Scene

An old lady sits stage left. In front of her is a small table and an old typewriter, a tiny teddy is propped up 
against the typewriter. Piles of books lie in piles around the floor. 

She sits staring out, but not into empty space – it’s almost as if she can see someone, a ghost. She does not 
appear afraid, almost as if she is greeting an old friend.

Rose: Mags, you’re still as beautiful as I remember you. You haven’t changed in 50 years, still smiling, 
still laughing, just like you did all those years ago. You’re just like an ice maiden frozen in time.

She gets up and walks slowly to an imaginary mirror on the wall.

You won’t recognise me. I’m an old, old woman and I know my time is coming to an end. It’s 
funny but they say that just before you die your life flashes before your eyes, and I have so many 
thoughts of the past. You, Dai, and dearest Will. I never did marry - don’t get me wrong, I have 
been happy. Will was right, I did become a Shakespeare. Well, not quite as famous as him but 
my books became my family and friends. My memories have kept me warm.

At this point she sits back on the chair, closes her eyes and whispers.

Maggie Smith……………
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The Bar Scene (Scene 1)

In the local pub before the boys leave for war, Will and Dai are miming a conversation and Rose comes over to 
join them.

Rose: Where’s Mags then?

Rose sits next to Will, gives Will a kiss, mutters hello and starts to write.

Dai: Late again!

Mags arrives complete with a jacket and umbrella.

Mags: Sorry I’m late, the weather’s terrible out there. Rose, is my hair all right?

Everyone freezes except Rose who stands up, walks towards Mags.

Rose: Maggie Smith, or more commonly known as Mags. Eighteen years old, was brought up like the 
rest of us, in a small terraced house in the Rhondda. She lived with her mam and baby sister 
Eve. She told me many times that she’d like to follow in her mam’s footsteps and become a 
school teacher. She always loved children - pity she didn’t have a chance to have her own. She
was bubbly, funny and was always having a goss. She was very attractive and had all the boys 
after her. She was always made up and looked her best, even when it was raining.

Everyone un-freezes, Mags throws her umbrella to Dai.

Rose: Your hair looks fine Mags.

Dai: Alright love? (He gives her a kiss and takes her jacket)

Everyone freezes once again, except Rose who stands up once more.

Rose: Dai Evans, 19 years old, was brought up in the Rhondda. Went to school with Mags and were 
going out ever since I can remember. He was funny, intelligent and very good looking. He was 
also one of my good friends since I was young. (Pause) The perfect couple.

Dai and Mags walk off to the bar, arm in arm.

Will: Oh what you writing now? (Playfully)

Will freezes, while Rose introduces him.

Rose: William Davies, my sweetheart - he was a gentleman, all a girl ever wanted. We were together 
since I was 16. I met him at the local cinema. When I saw him my heart melted and I knew he 
was the one. I never met his parents, they were killed when he was just 14 and when I met him 
he was living with his elder brother. He knew Dai since he was young. I know that some day we’ll 
get married. (Will un-freezes). I’m only writing in my diary, oh there’s some things about you in 
’ere! (Playfully)
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Will tries to snatch the diary and when he gets hold of it, Rose kisses him and won’t let the diary go.

Rose: Not for your eyes. It’s all the details of my true love in here. (dreamily) Tall, dark, handsome…
(cheekily) Nothing like you.

Will: (Laughing) Ay, you didn’t say that down the gully last week.

Rose: (Playful slap) You’re a one, you. (Pause) Will, I’m gonna miss you so much, you make me laugh, 
and at this moment I think you’re gonna make me cry.

Will: Come ‘ere Shakespeare! This war will soon be over and I’ll be back as soon as you can say 
ADOLF HITLER!

Dai and Mags enter laughing. Mags goes to sit on Dai’s knee, but he moves out of the way, resulting in her 
falling to the floor. Albert enters and Mags walks behind making fun of him, Dai grabs her.

Mags: You two are gonna miss us being away, pretending to be heroes. I bet you, Rose, they’ll end up 
in the kitchen, peeling spuds.

Dai: We’ll be in the front line, won’t we Will, and God help those Jerrys who are in front of us.

Rose: I’ve heard Albert’s been called up.

Mags: Ay, his mother won’t let him go. She goes frantic if he’s down shop for more than five minutes.

Dai: (Shouts over) Ay Albert, is it true you’re fighting for king and country?

Albert nods.

Mags: Shh! Dai, he’ll know we’ve been gossiping about him.

Will: I hope I’m not in the same barracks as him, if the Jerrys don’t shoot me I think Albert will talk me 
to death.

Music starts playing.

Mags: Oh come on, it’s my favourite song, come and dance love, please.

Dai: Oh no, I’ve been working all day.

Mags tuts.

Mags: Fine!

Rose: Go and dance with her Will - you know you want to.

Will: Anything for you darling! (kisses Rose on the cheek)

Dai and Rose are sitting silent, pause.
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Dai: Rose, can I ask you something?

Rose: Yeah, sure pet.

Dai: It’s a bit personal.

Rose: Oh come on mun, it’s me!

Dai looks around, then whispers in Rose’s ear.

Rose: (Startled) Marry her! Oh wow, that’s so sweet.

Dai: Shh for Goodness sake! Rose, you never know when to keep your trap shut.

Mags and Will return.

Mags: What are you two talking about now?

Rose: Nothing. (Winks at Dai)

Will, Dai, Mags and Albert freeze. Rose stands and faces audience, playing as if looking back to the past.

Rose: This was the last time the gang were all together.

Mags: I love you Dai.

Rose: (Speaking in past tense to audience) From the next morning we were never all reunited.

Dai: (To Mags) I love you too.

Rose: Will, I’m going to miss you so much.

Will: I love you sweetheart.

Will and Dai put arms around girls. Blackout.
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The Train Station and Journey Scene (Scene 2)

Albert walks in talking to himself and sits down in an empty train carriage. Will and Dai walk on stage, looking 
quite upset/frightened, carrying suitcases. Rose and Mags sit on the other side of the stage.

Will: So… what time is the train leaving?

Dai: Don’t know. But it shouldn’t be long.

Boys stop stage left and face audience with cases on the floor. Will and Dai freeze.

Mags: I don’t know what to do Rose, what if he doesn’t come home! (Weeping)

Rose: Don’t worry love, he’ll be fine.

Mags: I can’t live without him.

Rose: (Puts arm around Mags) Don’t be so daft, he’ll be home in a couple of months.

Mags: I don’t know if I can wait that long, oh what am I going to do? Why aren’t you worried about Will?

Rose: I can tell you for a fact that I am, I just don’t want to show that I’m upset because I know he’ll 
worry.

Rose and Mags freeze.

Will: I can’t handle this... I mean I really want to go and fight for my country but don’t want to leave 
Rose.

Dai: Get it together now butt, don’t go all soppy on me. We’ve got to go and fight for our country. 
Fight those Germans, but I know I’m going to miss Mags for sure.

Girls walk downhearted towards their partners.

Rose & 
Mags: 

I will always love you. 

Will & Dai: See you soon love. (Mirroring one another)

They kiss each other on the cheek. They break apart sadly. Boys pick up bags and walk onto train through the 
train corridor full of other people and into Albert’s carriage.

Long pause, uncomfortable atmosphere, Dai and Will don‘t know what to say, though Albert suddenly mutters.

Albert: Nervous lads?
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Boys are surprised, Will answers instinctively.

Will: ‘Course I’m bloody nervous!

Long pause.

Albert: Fancy a sandwich lads? My mam’s made me enough sandwiches and Welsh cakes to feed all of 
the British and German army. And... I’ve got a nice bottle of ginger beer to wash it all down.

Dai: Well, I’ve got something a bit stronger than that.

Brings out three bottles, than gestures to Will to give one to Albert.

Will: Cheers! (Holding out bottle.)

Albert: Cheers!

Dai: To the future.

Will gets a packet of cigarettes out of his pocket and grasps a picture from it.

Will: Yes! I’ve got her, Betty Grable! (Kisses card)

Dai: Oh, I’ll give you half a crown for her!

Will: Not on your nelly. I’m keeping her close to my heart.

Puts picture into shirt pocket.

Dai: What will Mags say about that?

Will: What Rose doesn’t know about, won’t hurt her!

All laugh.

Dai: We all know who wears the trousers in your relationship.

Pause.

Will: (Smiling) So when you gonna tie the knot then Dai?

Dai: Ay I’m staying a bachelor all my life… (Playfully)

Will: What will Mags say about that?

Dai: What Mags don’t know won’t hurt her.

Both laugh. Dai looks out of window.
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Dai: But there is something special about her… I mean any girl who likes Brains Best Bitter is alright 
in my book!

Albert: Ay we’ll have to get used to that foreign muck in a few hours.

Will: Albert, we are only going to Yorkshire.

Albert: lt’s like this, Will - if it’s not Wattstown it’s a foreign land. In fact I’ll go one step further - if it’s not 
23 Commercial Street it’s a foreign land.

All laugh.

Dai: God help you when you get to France.

Albert: Ay, Arthur Jones told me that when he was in France they were eating snails and frogs’ legs.

Dai: Ay he was having you on mun!

Will looks at Dai, Dai makes a ‘Oh not again’ gesture.

Will: Well, when l was young l used to like catching frogs, but I never ate the legs though.

All laugh.

Dai: Well, for one thing, we are going to another world.

Lights fade.
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Split Stage Scene  (Scene 3)

The stage is divided in half. Boys are on stage left in army camp, and girls are stage right in a living room, 
sitting around a radio and doing their nails.

Mags: I miss him already Rose.

Rose: He’s only been gone for a few days.

Mags: l know but I really miss him, and I’m scared. What if he dies and I never see him again? Or we 
could get bombed…

Rose: Look. He won’t die and we’ll be safe here, and we all know that the war’s not going to last long. 
Will and Dai will be back in no time.

Girls fuss with nails, etc. Then the sound of a letterbox banging can be heard.

Rose: Mags, go and get that, will you love?

Mags: Alright then. (Mags leaves stage and returns with two letters). Ay look at this Rose, we’ve got 
two posh-looking letters.

Rose: 'Ay, what could that be?

Mags: Dunno, Iet’s open them.

They open letters and begin reading simultaneously.

Rose & 
Mags: 

 I’ve been called up for the Nursing Corps in France.

Long silence as they look at each other.

Rose: Looks like we’re off to war.

Mags: Yeah... doing our bit for our country.

Girls freeze and lights fade up on the boys onstage left. They are lounging about when all of a sudden a Drill 
Sergeant appears. (They mime a drill sergeant appearing and there is a voiceover used as the Drill Sergeant’s 
voice).

Drill 
Sergeant: 

(Voiceover) Stand ready for inspection. Attention!

Boys: (Shouting) YES SIR!
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All stand to attention.

Drill 
Sergeant:

At ease soldiers.

The boys stand in line at ease as if being inspected. Albert starts whispering to the other two.

Albert: (Whispering) God I hate inspections. This is the third one this week and it’s only Tuesday! (All 
repress their laughter). Fancy a pint after? I found a pub that sells something that tastes a bit like 
Brains Best.

Dai: Ay, I’m up for that. It’d be nice to have a decent pint for a change.

Will: Yeah, I don’t like this foreign malarkey.

Albert: Too right…

Drill 
Sergeant:

(Shouting) What are you talking about soldier?

Albert: (Stands to attention) Nothing SIR!

Dai and Will start to laugh at Albert.

Drill 
Sergeant:

What are you two laughing at? (Shouting) Do you think I’m funny?

Dai & Will: (Standing to attention) No SIR!

Drill 
Sergeant:

Company dismissed.

Boys march toward the back of the stage, which is used as the barracks. Will and Albert sit down whilst Dai 
stands behind them, straightening out his jacket.

Will: Thank God for that. I could do with that pint now, to wet my whistle.

Dai: Yeah. My mouth’s as dry as a blooming desert.

Lights dim on boys and fade up on girls. The girls are now in the hospital in France, but it is very quiet.

Mags: Well this is bloomin’ brilliant!

Rose: What is?

Mags: All the work we’re doing out here. (Sarcastically) Look - every bed is full, we’re rushed off our 
feet. (mimes running around tending to people) The war wounded everywhere!

Rose: (Laughing) What are you like? Give it some time, we’ve only been here a few days.
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Mags: Well, the war, if that’s what you want to call it, won’t last much longer.

Rose: Ay, it’s been more of a war of words so far.

Mags: Ay, you’d be useful then, with all the writing you do. You’ve always got a few words to say. You 
could even write a book about your war experience.

Rose: And put what in it, I sat on my behind in France doing nothing until the war ended?

Both laugh as the lights dim on them and fade up on Dai and Albert, who are in the barracks. Will enters.

Will: You heard the news butt?

Dai: Nah.

Albert: What is it Will?

Will: Well, down in the canteen I was talking to Johnny and he said...

Dai: Ahh, Johnny is full of hot air most of the time. Remember that time when he said that, you know, 
the sarge used to dress up like a woman!

Albert and Dai laugh whilst Will looks at them both, wanting to continue.

Albert: Sorry butt. What were you saying?

Will: Well I heard that we’re going to see some real action soon, over in Italy, on the Western Front.

Albert: Really?

Will: That’s what he said. Some real action in Italy.

Dai: Well, it’s about time.

Albert: Yeah, this is what I’ve been waiting for. I can’t wait to get my hands on those blooming Jerrys.

Dai: Me neither! We’ll wipe out platoons of them Germans! Just the three of us!

Will: Yeah. We’ll win this war on our own, come back heroes!

All: YEAH!

Lights dim on boys and fade up on girls. The hospital is now very busy and they haven’t got much time even to 
talk.

Rose: Mags, I need your help over here!

Mags: Hang on, I’m kinda busy over here!
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Lights dim as girls are rushing around, tending patients, and lights fade up on boys who are walking into the 
barracks, exhausted.

Albert: Well, that was a hard session.

Dai: Yeah.

Will: Looks to me like they’re getting us ready for war.

Albert: Real soon too. I’ll be back in a minute, nature calls.

Albert rushes off stage, obviously needing the toilet. There is a short pause.

Dai: Will, do you ever think about Rose?

Will: Yep. You ever think about Mags?

Dai: All of the time. I wonder how’s she doing, if she’s galavanting with some Frenchy. I miss her Will.

Will: I know what you mean, I feel the same. Well, except for the Frenchy bit.

Dai: (Laughing) No, seriously. Will, I think I love her.

Albert enters.

Albert: Come on boys, time to get back to it. Sarge wants us out there in five minutes.
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Letter Scene (Scene 4)

Dai is alone in his bunk, writing a letter. Mags and Rose are on the side of the stage, in the hospital. While Dai 
is writing the letter, Mags and Rose act out the receiving of the letter. 

Dai: My dearest Mags, words cannot express how much I am missing you. Life here isn’t that bad, 
it’s hard work but me and the boys are having a laugh. By the way, you know weird Albert from 
down the street? Turns out he’s a really decent bloke, and me and Will have taken a shine to 
him. We often go to a bar together not far from camp, but it doesn’t feel the same without you. 
So how’s life as a nurse, bet you look good in that uniform! You and your Siamese twin feeling 
alright? By the way, how is Rose? Will says he’s missing her and he’ll get in touch soon.

Dai & Mags: (Together) Sarge says we’re leaving for war next week. I’m feeling quite nervous but I also want 
to get out there and tackle some Jerrys. Plus I promised little Stevie next door that I’d bring him 
back a Kraut’s Luger, so I’m gonna be on the lookout! Anyway, the sooner this bloody war is 
over, the sooner I can be back with you.

Mags: It’s driving me crazy not being with you, life wouldn’t be worth living if you weren’t by my side. 
(Sirens start sounding, indicating a bomb raid. Lights dim and start to flash. Mags starts to get 
a bit emotional) I love you so much; you know you’re the only one for me. There are no words 
great enough to express my love for you.

A massive explosion can be heard as a bomb goes off and kills Mags. Blackout as the bomb explodes. Silence 
after the big explosion. A few seconds later Rose lights a candle/oil lamp, and this will be the only light on stage. 
She rummages around looking for Mags.

Rose: Mags? Mags? Mags, where are you? Are you alright?

She finds Mags lying further down stage, a letter is near her.

Rose:  Mags, get up. Are you alright?

She shakes her violently but there is no reaction. She places her head on Mags’ chest, listening for breathing. 
She realises she’s dead.

Rose: Mags, oh Mags. No! No!

She starts to cry and picks up Mags’ head and rests it on her lap. She sees the letter, picks it up and starts to 
read it.

Rose: There are no words great enough to express my love for you. We’ve been together a long time 
now, Mags, and I’ve been thinking about this for a while. .. Maggie Smith, would you do me the 
great honour of being my wife?

Rose breaks down in tears.

Rose: All my love, Dai.

Rose finds a ring in the envelope. She takes it out and realises it’s an engagement ring. She shakily places it on 
Mags’ finger, strokes Mags’ hair back and blows out the candle/lamp. BLACKOUT.
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The Trench Scene (Scene 5)

Scene opens with Dai sitting in the trench staring blankly ahead. Gun and shell shots are echoing around the 
trench, Albert comes over to Dai in an attempt to console him. Dai has just had a telegram telling him about 
Mags’ death. 

Albert: Dai, I’m really sorry, I know how you must be feeling.

Dai: You don’t know anything, how could you! (Mournfully) I’ve lost her, she’s gone.

Albert: Look, I know a lot more than you’d think. I lost someone close to me too, my wife Judy - she 
died of cancer. She was only 18. She meant the world to me and I loved her dearly. She was 
so beautiful - long, flowing blonde hair and the deepest blue eyes that I’d get lost in for days. 
And what a character she was, we’d always go down the Miners and have a laugh and a drink, 
it’d usually all end up in tears though. I didn’t mind - just being with her was good enough for 
me. Now I’ve seen you and Mags out with each other down the pub and you remind me of all 
the good times that me and Jude had together at your age. That’s why I never talk to anybody 
because everything people say or do reminds me of Jude and I can’t take it. Dai, I can see 
you’re heading the same way as me. You’re still young and you’ve got your whole life in front of 
you, don’t end up like me. Don’t be like weird Albert. Yes, I know what everyone says about me 
behind my back and I don’t want this happening to you. Sure, Iife’ll always kick you in the teeth 
but don’t let it get you down. You’ve got to fight through it for Mags’s sake.

Will rushes in, covering himself to protect from the bullets.

Will: Those German soldiers! They’re all over the bloomin’ place. (Pause) What is it? (He sees the 
look on Dai and Albert’s face) Alb? Dai?

Albert: It’s Dai. A telegram just came for him, Mags (pause)...she was working in the hospital and... 
There, there’s been an explosion and she got caught in the blast. (Pause) She’s dead.

Will walks over to Dai and puts an arm around him.

Dai: (Slowly looks up at Will) I love her Will. I love her.

Will: I know, Dai, I know.

Meanwhile Albert has been outside the trench looking around. He rushes back in.

Albert: Oy! Will, get over here! Blooming Jerrys! (He starts firing at them)

Will: Come on Dai, we have to do this. For Mags’s sake.

Dai: Yeah. 
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Dai slowly gets to his feet and begins letting rounds off towards the Germans. He obviously wants revenge. A 
grenade bounces into the trench. The three boys dive backwards for cover as Will shouts.

Will: (Shouting) Fire in a hole!

Albert: Hey Will - you know what I was saying about wanting to see some real action. Well, I take it 
back.

Will: Come on boys, let’s kill these Jerrys! For Mags!
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Battle Scene (Scene 6)

Dimmed lights representing a battlefield during a battle. Lights fade up, revealing Dai, Albert and Will in a 
trench. Dai is standing up while Albert and Will are crouched down for safety. Guns are being shot all around.

Albert: (Speaking loudly over the noise) Get down! You stupid idiot - you’re like a sitting duck!

Will: Get down Dai, for God’s sake, before you end up dead!

Dai: I don’t care if I end up dead! Shoot me. SHOOT ME! I’ve got nothing left to live for.

Albert punches him in the stomach, winding him so he doubles up and crouches down.

Albert: What the hell do you think you’re doing you stupid git! Don’t lose it on us now butt, we need you 
alive.

Dai: Life doesn’t seem worth living without Mags.

Albert grabs Dai’s head and forces him to look in his eyes.

Dai: Look, pull it together. She’s gone. I’m sorry about it, but she is. And there’s nothing you can do to 
bring her back, especially standing up there like a lemon!

Will: He’s right Dai. It ain’t easy on any of us. But the last thing I want is to lose another best friend.

Albert: Do you think she’d want you to be acting like this? Do you? No? Well, pull it together for God’s 
sake. We’re at war here!

They sit in silence for a few seconds, not really knowing what to do.

Will: Blow this, I’m going over.

Will climbs over the trench and charges at the audience.

Dai: No, Will, wait for us.

Albert: What the hell is that idiot doing!

Dai & Albert: Get back! Will!

Will takes a round through the leg and goes to ground screaming.

Dai: NNNNOOOO!

Dai climbs over the trench running towards Will. Albert isn’t far behind him.

Albert: Oh God!

Dai: WWWIIILLLL!!!!
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They are running in slow motion. Dai takes three rounds through the chest and falls to the ground. Albert kneels 
down to him and knows that he has no hope of saving him.

Albert: Oh God! No! No!

He gets up and runs to Will. He is unconscious, lying flat on the floor and at first Albert thinks that Will too is 
dead.

Albert: Oh no! (Screams) I hate this war. When will it end?

He starts to get up but Will wakes up and grabs his shirt.

Albert: Will? Oh, thank God. Are you alright?

Will: Albert? You don’t know how glad I am to see you butt. They shot me through the leg. Where‘s 
Dai?

Albert: He’s been hit.

Will: What? Oh no? Is he alright?

Albert: Look, there’s no time to worry about that now. Come on, let’s get you out of here before they 
finish you off.

He helps Will up, puts an arm around his shoulder to take the weight off his bad leg and they start to limp 
off towards the back of the stage. But then Albert takes a few rounds through the back and falls to the floor, 
dragging down Will with him.

Will: Albert? Albert?

He shakes Albert, but has no response. Then Albert coughs.

Albert: What the hell you waiting here for? For God’s sake, get the hell back to the trench. Go!

Will: No, I’m not leaving you. l’m not letting another…

Albert slowly closes his eyes and dies.

Will: Oh no, God help us!

He looks around, not really sure what to do. He then crawls to the middle of the stage between Albert and Dai 
and holds his head in agony. Freeze. Scene returns to opening. Lighting is used to show the shift in time. Rose, 
eyes closed softly, singing to herself ‘We’ll meet again’ and picks up a photo by the side of her. 

Rose: (Gently) Will never came home… The telegram said “Missing presumed dead”. All of my loved 
ones gone…

She looks up slowly and speaks as if someone is still in the room with her.

Rose: Mags, you‘ve come to show me the way.

Rose gets up slowly and holds out her hand, lights fade slowly to blackout.
“We’ll meet again” underscores.


